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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
July 21, 2022 
 
EMILIANO GRILLO  ( -4) 
 
 
Q.  Emiliano, in with a good score on the first round, what was working best for you 
today? 
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  Yeah, I think everything worked out today. Tough golf day, very windy, 
course was drying up, so I actually think it was one of my best rounds of the year. It almost 
felt like I almost had no chance of making bogey out there. Left a few, felt I could have 
snagged a few more out there, so I'm very pleased the way I played. 
 
Q.  So you must be -- to play in the afternoon and get a round like that under your 
belt, to come out here in the morning, seems like the greens will be good, maybe less 
wind, you might have an opportunity to go low?  
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  Yeah, I feel if I play the same way, obviously the golf course will be 
much more accessible, but still have to hit the shots in the morning, still have to go through 
the routine. It's a new day, it's a different day.   
 
Q.  Your season this season hasn't been typical of what you typically produce. What 
has been an issue for you? What's been going on? 
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  You know, been a lot outside of golf and obviously when you can't put 
both together, you kind of get frustrated. You know, I'm taking it easy. I was able to play 
good a couple weeks ago, that gave me a job for next year or at least I didn't have to go 
grind on the finals to kind of get my card back. Like I say, I'm taking it easy. I say, you know 
what, whatever comes my way, I'm just going to work hard and grind every day and that's 
basically what I'm doing. 
 
Q.  You mentioned when you finished runner-up at John Deere just a few weeks ago, 
that's obviously given you a lot of confidence, but was there something that you took 
out of that that you did differently that week that you can continue through the rest of 
the season?   
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  My game was trending. I was just working hard, grinding every day 
and just trying to be smart. I was just trying to not to get frustrated because the more 
frustrated you get, the harder this sport is. I couldn't afford to get frustrated and here we are 
with a good result there and a good result today. I think just working hard's been the key. 
 
Q.  What did you bring here to the 3M that you found maybe at the John Deere? 
Shooting 68 at St. Andrews, what part of your game did you like the most out there? 
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EMILIANO GRILLO:  I think everything worked. If you're out there, it's very crispy, it's 
getting very dry, it's hard to make putts. Obviously it's very accessible off the tee, the 
fairways are soft, but I was able to hit my numbers from the fairway and I was able to make 
a few points to shoot 4 under par today. 
 
Q.  Are there any shots that stick out today, anything that you'll take to tomorrow 
morning? 
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  No. Like I said, everything worked. If I can take everything until 
tomorrow, until the next 40 years, I will do that. But yeah, it's one of those days that 
everything worked.  
 
And it's very hard out there. The guys in the morning, they shot 6, 5 under par and I was 
able to -- I missed a short putt on the last one for 5, so being able to play under par today, 
it's a solid score, so I was able to do three better than that. 
 
Q.  Have you recovered from being overseas?   
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  It's easy. Coming this way, it's easier. I've been up at 6:00 a.m. for the 
last four days. Going there is not so much, but I was able to -- like that's no excuse. I was 
able to adapt very quick going over there, just I got a tough draw and I wasn't swinging it 
well. The next day was a bit easier and I was a bit easier and I was able to score and 
shot -- felt I played great, I played better than 4 under par. I felt I could have easily made the 
cut last week even with whatever it was, 6 over par in the first round, and I brought that into 
this week. There's nothing, there's no pressure, there's no nothing, so just enjoying it. 
 
Q.  You were a captain selection when Nick Price was the captain, '17 I think it was in 
the Presidents Cup. Is that sort of on your mind? Like with the runner-up at John 
Deere and if you put in a couple more performances here towards the end of the 
season, is that kind of in the back of your mind still?  
 
EMILIANO GRILLO:  I would like to play. Am I thinking about it? No. You have to, I don't 
want to be repetitive, but work hard and grind every day. If we make it, we make it. If we get 
selected, we get selected. Am I going to beg him? Maybe. But no, I know I can add value, I 
know I have the tee to green. I've been improving, I've been trending on my putting, I have 
the game to play there, I just need to show it. I just need to show it more often. Obviously the 
last, what, two out of the last seven rounds -- well, six out of the last seven rounds have 
been great, I showed that I can play out there. So I just need to do it more often from now 
until whatever, the BMW or whatever I play. 
 


